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Io1. Introduction 

., .. ' 

Heavy ion co.~lision experiments present a rapidly 
-f 

. ~~. 

developing field of research in .. :,~tomic a4d nuclear physics o 

·:.~is now possible to study l:ltomic 1physics· far b~yond the 
. . ). . " . 

~: .... ~ion of stable elements. This includes the interesting 

'electrodynamic phenomena associated lri. th an overcritical 

coulomb field1-? that can effectively be obtained when two· 

heavy ions (atoms) come close enough to form, for a short 

while, a quasi molecule •. It bas been recognised that a 

careful study of the positrons emitted from this system 

should be able to provide useful information regarding 

the basic problem of the interaction of an elr:!ci-ron \'lith 

a strong ~oulom'b field. Although conventional perturba-

tion techniques are not applicable here,. significant 

progress has nevertheless been achieved in interpreting 

qualita,tively the accumulating data on the over critical 

field problem. The interpretation of the results is, 

however, complicated because of the fact that positrons 

may be produced through a number of mechanisms. Apart 
6 . 

from a spontaneous decay of the neutral vacuum t.Q.ere is 

Liw possibility of dynamically induced transi tiona bet-

ween adiabatic electronic states, leading to positron 

emissiono This may occur also for states that are not 

overcritical. Positrons prod~ced 'by these processes, are, 

however, disting:uishable. While the positrons produced in 

spontaneous vacuum decay should have the energy of the 
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bound :.~tate resonanc~; the energy spectrum in the induced 
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_decay shoulq be much broader. Positrons could also be 

produced as a 'shake-off' of the strong ·vacuum polariza

tion cloud7 close to the nuclei. Lastly, positrons could 

be produced as a result of nuclear processes. Thus, one 

of the nuclei could be coulomb excited and the high 

energy photon emitted could be internally converted. It 

is obvious that a careful study of all these processes 

should be made before one can confirm the theoretical 

concepts. The strong time-dependence of the co~lisi~n 

process plays an important role in the theoretical for-

mulation of the llroblem. During the collision, the 
-+ 

length of the vector . R connecting the two nuclei -changes in time and R also undergoes a rotation. 

Some relief, however, comes through the fact that the 

motion of the nuclei can be described to a good accuracy 

from a semiclasslcal consideration, and in some cases, 

simply· by Rutherford scattering formula. 

Apart from a.tomic physics, heavy ion experi

il.<en ts have also ovened .up new fields of study in nuclear 

physics. The nucleus has now been subjected to much more 

severe perturbations than were earlier possible lvi th 

lighter projectiles. New reaction processes have.become 

accessible owing to the availability of higher kinetic 

energy and angular momentum. Also, the s_earch for 

e.wtic phenomena like the production of· shock waves and 

superdense matter with the associated phase transition 
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,- is continuing. Although, the studies of proton and pion 
t,~ • 

spectra a.."ld their multiplicities have not yet given any 

sign~l for thu occurance of these phenomena, the possi

bilities are not·yet_ruled out. Some progress has also 

·been made in the study ·of very neutron rich light nuclei 

using heavy ion reacti-ons at lo1v energies8 • The study 

of nuclear states with high angular momenta has become 

another subject of interest in heavy ion physicso Also, 

-~he possibility of transferring a large nwnber of 

particles provides a.new teclmique to probe into 

excited states of nuclei. These deep inelastic trans

fer phenomena have also been studied within the 

frame work of statistical mechanics with remarkable 

success. It is expected that the studies on the entire 

.range of heavy·ion reactions,· elastic, inelastic, 

transfer phenomena and fusion will provide us a deep 

insight into the properties of nuclei and the nature 

of nuclear :(orce in near future. The heavy ion reac-

tions herald the begining of a new area of physics, 

which will develop, givi'ng rise to many new concepts 

as the experimental information and the theoretical 

interpretation become more precise. 

The collision of two ions or-atoms is a 

complicated many body problem and a detailed analysis 

is called for· to extra·ct the relevant information 

fr9m the heavy ion datao A crucial role is played by 

the elastic scattering cross-section. Attem~ts have been 
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m;:t.de to., study various elastic scattering processes assum

Jng different optical model potentials be.tween the colli-

ding. nucl.eio It is generally hoped,though not confirmed, 
. ·/ 

that a sui'table complex optical ·potential will suffice 

to describe the elastic scattering results. The in~erac

tio:il potential may be useful also for solving the equa

tion of motion for heavily damped collision, because the 

d.rivi.Ug force is the gradient of the interaction poten

tial. The concept of scattering from a complex potential 

has, therefore, been ~ubjected to considerable scrutiny 
' 
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in connection with the heavy ion reactions. Th~ ~ata from 

.elastic scattering experiments with a variety of projec-

tiles and targets are now available and some attempts 

nave. been made to fit. these data with potential mod'els, 

wostly of the Woods-Saxon type. Although a direct 

numerical method of computing the phase ~hifts and 

hence the cross-section still remain the most depen-

dable way of studying the heavy ion scattering, it has 

-been 'realised since the early days of heavy ion physics 

that semiclassical methods way be quite useful in this 

field. The large value of the Sollilllerfeld parameter 

and the large value of the 

reduced mass induce a more classical behaviour than ,;i1en 

the projectile is a light particle. Naturally, conside

rable attention was paid to the study of heavy ion pro

cesses in the semiclassical approach •. This also helped 
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in model building because one could follow the interact-

ing ions during the whole reaction time. 

While the extensive work on the semiclassical 

methods in connection with the heavy ion scattering 

brought·out many new interesting features, no semicla-

ssical method has so far been found suitable for ~n 

accurate calculation for a realistic heavy ion sea-

ttering. It appears that further lvOrk is needed in this 

field to exploit fully the versatility of the semiclassi-

cal approach o 

1.2. Aim of the work 

The aim· of the present work is to study_ the 

accuracy and efficacy of a particular semiclassical 

illethod; first suggested by Hiller and Good, for appli-

cation to the study o·f heavy ion elastic sca.ttering .. 

This we intend to do in steps. The accuracy of the 

method is first checked by considering some simple 

real as well as complex potentials. The method ·is 

t 1 . d t t . 1 . 16o 16o 1 nex app 1e o a yp1ca case, v1z.. - e as-

tic scatteringo The emphasis has been on testing the 

applicability and thus highlighting the practical 

difficulties, if any, in w-orking w·ith the semiclassi-

cal method, rather than studying the 16o 160 
·scattering process very accurately. Thus, we have 

considered the optical model potential obtained by 
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Maher et al, although it is known that this potential 

. ~·) 

L 
does not fit the experim.ental -data for energies ,greater 

than 25 Mevo We have considered a simple generalization 

of the Hiller-Good method suitable for complex trajec-

to.ri es and the extensive lvork of Knoll and Schaeffer 

in this fie+d has been very useful in choosing the 

contributing trajectories when more than one turning 

points are relevant. 

I • .3. Summary of the work. 

The scheme of presentation is as follows: 

(~) In Chapter II, we have discussed briefly the 

1\tliller-Good semiclassical method and its generalization 

for complex trajectories, which we intend.to apply for 

the study of some scattering phenomena, including a 

typical heavy ion elastic scattering process. 

(b) In Chapter III, we have applied the· Miller-

Good. method to two types of potentials: (i) real poten

tials like Ywkaw-a and Exponential and its complex 

generali z.a ti on and { ii·) a complex potential of the 

type (L .t ~ 
'"=¥>- Tl- • The calculated results for 

the real potentials ·w·ere compared 1vi th exact results 

and the accuracy of the method for real potentials 

we~e checked~ The complex potential (ii) is interest

ing also because the relevant Schrodinger e-quation 

is exactly solvable and the exact complex phase 

shifts can be obtained analytically. The generalized 
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?.emi'clas::.ical method is then applied to this potential. 

The se.~aiclassi cal phase shifts have been sho1ro to be 

I'airly accurate over a wide range of ~alues of the 

·parameters, and even at fairly. low energieso This 

encourages one to apply the method to the study of 

realistic problems, e.g. heavy ion scattering phenomena. 

{cj In Chapter IV, we have first considered the 

effect of the nuclear coulomb field in the 16o - 16o 
elastic scattering by applying the real Hiller-Good 

wethod, and treating the absorptive part of tile poten-

tial perturbatively. In calculating heavy ion scatte-

ring cros·s-section, it has been the usual pl-a:..:tice to 

treat the ·coulomb· effect approximately. '11hus the 1wten-

tial taken is obtained either by (a) 
It 

considering a 

point charge and a sphere of uniform charge density or 

(b) that between two uniformly charged spheres. When 

the nuclei are heavy and have Fermi type of charge 

dis~ributions, the approximation is a good one. But 

it is not obvious that the approximation will be valid 

for light nuclei. like (. 12c, 16o etc.) in the region 

:..-here the charges overlap. We have, therefore, maQ.e 

semiclassical calculatiom taking two types of 

charge distributions: (i) uniform and (ii) modified 

ba.rmonic well ·distribu'tion, which is the accepted 

distribution for· p-shell nuclei. It has been seen 

that the difference of phase shifts in the two cases 

is noticeable at least for some low L valueso 

8 
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The cross-sections in general do not show much differenceo 

However, it has heen pointed out that there is some justi-

fication for choosing the realistic charge distribution 

12· "16 
for light nuclei like' c, 0 when one tries to fit 

an entire range of experimental results of heavy ion 

scattering, like elastic scat_tering, transfer phenomena, 

fusion etc. 

We have next applied_ the complex Miller-~ood 

method to study a typical 
16o - 16o elastic scattering 

phenomena at a high energy. The prescription of Knoll 

and Schaeffer llas been followed in the selection of 

important trajectorie~. The perturbative method of 

treating complex potential has· also been considered for 

this pro.blem. The two results have been compared. The 

·difficulties in applying a complex seilliclassical method 

for a quantitative calculation hav~ been pointed out. 

Our conclusions are also summarized. 

I • 4. . Compu ta ti onal 1vork 

we· have written down two programs for calcu

la~ing (i) the. phase shifts by the semiclassical !-liller-
-

Good method including the first order correction term 

j_n 1;'2- for some simple potentials and (ii) a program to 

calculate the phase shifts and cross-sections for 

elastic scattering of p-sh~ll nuclei with colliplex trajec-

tories far cases where there is contribution from only 

)De complex turnirig pointo The charge distribution: could 
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be either (i) uniform or (ii) modified harmonic well 
~ 

type. 'l,he phase shifts have been calculated e.xplici tly 

upto .L. = 100 and for higher L, the phase shjfts have 

been assUl.led to be given by _those of the coulomb 

field. The cross-section has been symmetrized for 

identical nuclei and .the ratio of the cross-section 

to Mott scattering cross-section has also been computed. 
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